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Abstract. This paper demonstrates Interest Beat (InBeat.eu) as a
recommender system for online videos, which determines user inter-
est in the content based on gaze tracking with Microsoft Kinect in ad-
dition to explicit user feedback. Content of the videos is represented
using a semantic wikifier. User profile is constructed from preference
rules, which are discovered with an association rule learner.

1 Introduction
Eye tracking was recently proposed as an effective way of obtaining
highly detailed user feedback [9]. Content-based recommendation
has so far relied either on explicit information on user interest, or on
those user actions (implicit feedback), which could be interpreted as
a manifestation of user (dis)interest in a certain object [7]. While the
latter does not require the user to perform any extra activity, the in-
formation obtainable in this way on a particular content item is often
restricted to several discrete actions (e.g. user opening a web page)
and the duration between them (the time spent on a web page). Gaze
tracking, and physical behaviour tracking in general, helps to solve
the knowledge-acquisition bottleneck by providing a rich-stream of
interest data on a specific user.
InBeat.eu is a generic3 web service for user tracking and pref-

erence learning. Its “SMART-TV use case” was first introduced at
ACM RecSys’13 [3]. In this paper, we present an extended version
of the system, which, in addition to explicit user actions such as click-
ing a button, performs physical behaviour tracking using Microsoft
Kinect, a widely accessible commodity hardware.

2 System Walk-through
The user, Ivan, starts by opening the video player on a computer (see
Fig. 1). The preloaded set of videos covers news from several do-
mains. Ivan is a sportsperson and football fan. The news show opens
with the politics topic. Ivan watches the program with mild interest,
skipping most of the news. As the show gets to the sports, his atten-
tion increases. Ivan presses the bookmark button when his favourite
footballer, Ronaldinho, appears on the screen. In a few moments, the
commentator mentions a new football talent, Neymar. Since Ivan is
curious about this player, he pauses the video and follows the auto-
suggested link to Wikipedia. The sports news are followed by an
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Figure 1. User-side setup

advertisement spot for visiting Berlin. Since this topic is of no in-
terest to Ivan, he picks his tablet and starts playing a game, which
is recorded by the behaviour tracking module as “not looking at the
screen”.

All explicit Ivan’s actions as well as his gaze direction pro-
vide interest clues to the system. By the end of the news block,
enough feedback has accumulated to learn rules such as “Soccer-
Player(yes)→ interest(positive)”, “Berlin(yes) ∧ Politics(yes)→ in-
terest(neutral)”.4 These rules are used to provide personalized rec-
ommendation of new videos from a shortlist.

3 Behind the Scenes

This section explains how the system arrived at the recommendations
by showing the output of the InBeat components (ref. to Fig. 2).

Analyzing subtitles. InBeat retrieves subtitles from the videos
and sends them via a web service for analysis to our entity recogni-
tion system entityclassifier.eu [1]. The results are returned
within several seconds and contain a list of recognized entities for
each subtitle. Entities are assigned a DBpedia URI and DBpedia On-
tology Type (where available).

Example. Consider subtitle fragment: Luiz Felipe Scolari wants
to combine the experience of the former Barcelona, AC Milan and
Paris Saint-Germain star with young talent like Neymar. The under-
lined words are recognized as entities and disambiguated to DBpedia

4 It should be noted that thresholds for rule learning have been set to low val-
ues to allow for fast learning for demo purposes. A realistic setting would
require more instances.
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resources. Consequently, for the first entity (Luiz Felipe Scolari) the
following types are retrieved: SoccerManager, Agent and Person.

Subtitles are also used to detect pseudo-shots, fragments of the
video between the start and end offsets of a subtitle. Training in-
stances are created on this granularity.

Capturing Interest Clues. A modified version of the YouTube
player is used with button actions linked to the InBeat server. In this
way, all user interactions with the player are recorded. Most infor-
mation on user interest comes from the observation of physical user
behaviour with Microsoft Kinect [4]. Kinect is connected directly to
a PC, which sends the tracking data over the Internet to InBeat.eu.

Aggregating Content Descriptions. Additional structure over the
result of entity classification is provided by the DBPedia ontology.
Appearance of an entity in a subtitle activates one or more types in
the ontology, the activation is spread up to the root class (see Ta-
ble 1). Due to the small span of a pseudoshot, weights of concepts
are binary: either the concept appears in the shot or not.

Aggregating Interest Clues. Multiple interest clues can be
recorded for a specific pseudo-shot (duration of a subtitle). These are
are all aggregated using a list of hand-coded rules to a single scalar
value of interest. An example of such a rule is: if user looks at the
screen, the interest is increased by 0.3.

The result of this process is a value for the interest target variable,
which is appended to the pseudo shot’s content vector, creating one
complete training instance. The value of interest is discretized into
three categories: negative, neutral, positive.

Exporting Data. The result is a matrix containing one instance
(row) for each pseudo-shot. Columns correspond to classes (dbo:)
and resources (dbp:) from the DBpedia ontology, with uninformative
ones omitted, and names of recognized entities. The last column is
the interest value (label). This output, exemplified on Table 1, is in a
form which allows to directly most classifiers.

Identification Description
userId sessionId pseudo

shotId
dbp:
Neymar

dbo:Soc
cerPlayer

... Interest

user1 1124541 125 yes yes ... positive

Table 1. Example training instance

Learning Preference Rules. The matrix with labeled pseudo-
shots is subject to association rule learning. This data mining tech-
nique was selected for its favourable scalability on large datasets [2].

For demo purposes, the rule learning process can be visualized in
the EasyMiner (easyminer.eu) web interface.

Recommendation. The recommendation is performed on a short-
list of related objects (videos).5 The videos are subject to the same
type of content aggregation that is performed on pseudo-shots. For
each unlabeled video, a rule engine identifies matching rules, and
uses the strongest one to assign an interest value. Since the set of
learnt association rules may not cover the entire instance space, some
videos may not be ranked.

4 Contribution and Future work
We see the main contribution of the presented system in two areas:
• To the best of our knowledge, InBeat.eu is the first on-line recom-

mender employing motion sensing with Microsoft Kinect.
• A wikifier is used to bridge the the difference between natural lan-

guage descriptions of the labeled data and the items to recommend
(“semantic gap”) by representing the text with a feature vector
containing related concepts retrieved from the Linked Data Cloud.
While the individual parts of the system have been subject to ex-

perimental evaluation, including the use of Microsoft Kinect to detect
user attention changes in screen content [5], a comprehensive val-
idation of our system remains for future work. Finally, it should be

5 Selection of these videos is out of the scope of the current demo, it can be
performed for example using nearest neighbour algorithms.
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Figure 2. InBeat architecture

noted that this research hints at immediate commercial applications6,
the use of physical behaviour tracking of TV users by governments
has also been foreseen [6]. A demo is available at InBeat.eu.
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